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Chapter 30: Picture poor see 

Changning, an underground billiard hall. 

 

"Jiuye." 

 

Yuan Yang walked in and shouted. 

 

"How did you come." 

 

The speaker was rough, shirtless, with a dozen scars on his back and chest. 

 

He threw away the pool cue and watched Yuan Yang come. 

 

His name is Du Jiu. 

 

On the Changning rivers and lakes, there are more than 500 people, who are equivalent to Zhang 

Tianbao, the former third master of the Zhang family, and he is called "Jiuye" on the road. 

 

"Jiuye, come to you for a favor." 

 

"Tell me." 

 

Yuan Yang sat down and said with a smile, "I want to ask Jiuye to take action to help me teach two 

people." 

 

Du Jiu squinted, spitting out smoke. 

 

"The strength of your Yuan family still needs me to take action?" 



 

"Due to some reasons, my Yuan family is not easy to make a move. Jiuye, isn't this coming to you. Of 

course, it won't let you make a move in vain." 

 

Finished. 

 

Yuan Yang took out an invitation card and handed it over. 

 

"This is?" Suddenly, Du Jiu's eyes burst with cold light. 

 

"This is an invitation from Feiyu Villa. Jiuye should know about the grand ceremony of the day after 

tomorrow, when there will be a super-big man. I think Jiuye will definitely want to go and see it. My 

Yuan family has an extra invitation card, isn't this for you? ." 

 

Du Jiu was very excited. 

 

The Feiyu Villa Grand Ceremony is a great event that Changning magnates and celebrities talk about. 

 

That day. 

 

Changning people with heads and faces will gather. It is not so much to participate in the ceremony as it 

is a super big exchange meeting. 

 

Being able to participate is definitely a big advantage. 

 

Although he is a little bit powerful, he is only a gangster in the end. 

 

"Say, who will teach you." 

 

Du Jiu held the invitation card in his arms and asked cheerfully. 



 

Yuan Yang said, "Simple, a pair of siblings, Su Muyu, the owner of Sifan Medical Center, and her younger 

brother Ye Fan." 

 

"Ye Fan?!" 

 

Du Jiu is a joke. 

 

In my mind, the figure that dominates the world suddenly appeared at noon yesterday. 

 

At that time, he was invited by Zhang Tianbao to the banquet and witnessed the entire process of the 

destruction of the Zhang family, and the appearance of Ye Fan was deeply imprinted in his mind. 

 

"Jiuye, what's up?" 

 

"nothing." 

 

Du Jiu returned to his senses, thinking that it should be the same name, how could it be such a 

coincidence. 

 

He asked, "Should I take someone to Sifan Medical Center now?" 

 

Yuan Yang waved his hand, "No, it's not good to do it in Sifan Medical Center. The law and order there 

are too strict and it will inevitably cause trouble. You are ready, wait for my news, remember to bring 

more people, and don't lose your momentum." 

 

"a piece of cake." 

 

… 

 



Time flies, and the sun sets. 

 

More than five o'clock. 

 

Su Muyu received a call from Qin Changshou, saying that she had booked a box at Tianhao Hotel and 

asked her to go there quickly. 

 

Ye Fan greeted Meng Qingyi, and then drove Su Muyu there. 

 

At six o'clock, the two walked into the hotel. 

 

I don't know that there are two eyeliners across the street. 

 

"Hey, master." 

 

"How about it?" 

 

"Ye Fan and Su Muyu came to Tianhao Hotel." 

 

"Understood." 

 

Yuan Yang hung up the phone at the Yuan family villa and sent a message to Du Jiu. 

 

Billiard hall. 

 

Du Jiu stretched his waist and greeted him, "Brothers, go to Tianhao, Yuan Yang has covered the food 

tonight." 

 

Rumbling. 



 

Not long after, twenty Wuling Hongguang vehicles carrying two to three hundred people rushed 

towards Tianhao. 

 

at the same time. 

 

Tianhao Hotel, box 905. 

 

The 9th floor is Tianhao's most luxurious box group. The box fee for an hour is as high as 6,000. A simple 

meal is not worth 20,000 or 30,000. 

 

Walk into the box. 

 

What catches the eye is the huge crystal chandelier, under the chandelier there is a crystal table; and 

the area of the box is very large, more than 100 square meters, and the entertainment facilities are very 

complete. 

 

"Xiao Yu, you are here." 

 

Qin Changshou walked up with a smile and was a little unhappy when he saw Ye Fan. 

 

"Why did your brother follow?" 

 

Ye Fan rushed and said, "Listening to the dean you opened a luxurious box in Tianhao Hotel, I want to 

come over and open my eyes and experience it." 

 

Look at Ye Fan like this, like a poor boy who has never seen the world before, and he will be able to 

dismiss it casually later. 

 

Thinking of this, Qin Changshou didn't care. 

 



"Come on, sit down, sit down." 

 

"Serve wine." 

 

Qin Changshou waved. 

 

The waitress came up with two bottles of red wine. 

 

Su Muyu is not a ignorant person. Seeing the brand of red wine, he said nervously, "Dean, this bottle is 

worth more than 100,000 yuan. It's too extravagant; besides, I haven't drunk wine, so don't open it." 

 

"Experience it." 

 

"The red wine is not high. One cup or two is okay. Come on, Xiao Fan, try it too. Drink more if it tastes 

good." 

 

Ye Fan sneered in his heart, but kept calm. 

 

Soon, hearty dishes were delivered. 

 

Ye Fan was a bit hungry, so he didn't eat the free dinner for nothing. 

 

Seeing Ye Fan burying his head in eating vegetables, Qin Changshou felt that Ye Fan was a silly critic, 

which was nothing to worry about; he moved his chair and touched Su Muyu's cup with his wine glass. 

 

"Xiao Yu, let's drink one." 

 

While talking, Qin Changshou grabbed Su Muyu's slender hand. 

 

This frightened Su Muyu. 



 

He quickly withdrew his hand and said awkwardly, "Dean, I'll take a sip." 

 

At this moment, Qin Changshou's heart finally got angry, and his face was calm, "Xiao Yu, it's coming, 

you should know what I mean, why is it still this reaction." 

 

Su Muyu blushed and didn't know how to answer. 

 

Suddenly, Qin Changshou's hand reached her waist, making Su Muyu furious and stood up. 

 

"President, you are too much!" 

 

"Su Muyu, what do you mean? I took all the benefits and didn't want to pay at all!" Qin Changshou 

couldn't bear it, patted the table and shouted. 

 

Just as Su Muyu was riding a tiger, Ye Fan wiped his mouth, drank a glass of red wine and rinsed his 

mouth, and said slowly: 

 

"President Qin, what benefit did my sister take you?" 

 

"I promoted her to a professor and resolved the contradiction of Yuan Feifei during the day. Isn't this a 

benefit? This is a great benefit!" 

 

Ye Fan laughed a few times and mocked, "Dean Qin, Yuan Feifei kowtows and apologizes to my sister. 

Are you really looking for a relationship?" 

 

Qin Changshou's eyelids twitched. 

 

He was a little frustrated, but when he thought that Ye Fan was a yellow-haired boy, he became 

hardened, "It's not me, is it you!" 

 



"It's really me." 

 

"It's ridiculous, it's extremely ridiculous." Qin Changshou pointed to Ye Fan and said to Su Muyu, "Look 

at your brother, he started blowing after a few glasses of wine." 

 

"Su Muyu, do you want to do it, Professor? If you think, come over immediately and have a drink with 

me. Tonight, don't go back. I have booked a private night package for this box." 

 

"you!" 

 

Su Muyu's cheeks flushed immediately, and Qin Changshou glared at him. 

 

On the other hand, Qin Changshou had already revealed the fox tail, made no secret of it, and said with 

a sneer, "Su Muyu, all adults, you know what I want." 

 

"Since I'm here, I won't let you go." 

 

"If you don't accompany me tonight, don't even think about continuing to open a medical clinic. I will 

also find your medical qualification certificate to be revoked, so that you will never be able to see a 

doctor again." 

 

Su Muyu's eyes were red, and she was about to cry angrily. 

 

On the joints, a strong arm hugged her, making her hanging heart fall. 

 

Ye Fan condescendingly said, "My sister's medical qualification certificate, let alone you, no one can 

revoke the entire Daxia." 

 

"It's you instead—" 

 



"As the dean, you have an unhealthy mind and a bad style, relying on your status and authority to try to 

infringe on your subordinates. Ha ha, your medical qualification certificate should be revoked, and, the 

dean's hat, are you afraid that you can't wear it securely?" 

 

Qin Changshou was shocked at first, then furious. 

 

"Boy, you..." 

 

"Boom!" 

 

Suddenly, the box door opened. 

 

A man in a suit hurriedly walked in, "I'm the lobby manager of Tianhao Hotel. Your names are Su Muyu 

and Ye Fan." 

 

"Yes." 

 

"Someone is looking for you outside, two or three hundred people, what is the name of the leader is 

Jiuye, I heard that it is the little boss in the rivers and lakes, let you go down immediately." 

 

After the manager finished speaking, Qin Changshou laughed. 

 

He looked mockingly and gloated and said, "Du Jiu, he is quite famous on the road. I'm afraid it's not a 

good thing to find you. Boy, aren't you pretty good? You have the ability to solve Du Jiu." 

 

Qin Changshou looked at Ye Fan contemptuously. 

 

Su Muyu also panicked, "Xiao Fan, what can I do?" 

 

"Sister, it's not just a group of bastards, a mob; I'll call and solve it immediately." Ye Fan strode out of 

the box. 



 

"Pretend to be a fool." 

 

Qin Changshou spat, seeing Su Muyu very anxious, his eyes rolled. 

 

"Xiao Yu, you are afraid that you will not be able to pass this level. Your brother is so mad, and Jiu Ye will 

find him later, and he will definitely be abolished." 

 

"what!" 

 

Su Muyu's eyes were trembling with tears and her delicate body trembled. 

 

Qin Changshou said again, "I have a relationship and it can be resolved, as long as you stay with me for 

one night. Don't worry, just one night, not too much." 

 

Seeing Su Muyu's confusion, Qin Changshou chased after victory, "Quickly answer me, time is not 

waiting, but it is too late for Jiuye to bring someone to rush up." 

 

this moment. 

 

Su Muyu was suffering, but she couldn't accept Ye Fan being beaten and disabled. 

 

then… 

 

Clenched his teeth and squeezed his fist. 

 

Su Muyu nodded with tears, "Dean, I promise you." 

 

"Hahaha." 

 



Qin Changshou laughed. 

 

Touched Su Muyu's head, and said greedily: "I have greeted your body a long time ago, but I will get it. 

Come, follow me and I will meet Du Jiu, let you see how good I am." 


